ABSTRACT

Nursing documentation was the core of nursing services in an effort to help reach basic needs through the act of nursing. The low achievement of completeness documentation nursing in RS Islam Jemursari for the month of January to September 2014 by 80% and reduced the value the achievement of BOR in the inpatient rooms goes to background the problems on this research.

Data processing done with composite process of indicators of hospital quality services (BOR, NDR, GDR and nursing documentation). Teamwork achievement data on inpatient rooms based on survey to nurse on duty in that rooms, then is constructed between the results with the outcome of teamwork composite performance inpatient rooms to obtained a relationship between both factors.

The results of data processing showed the three rooms have predicate good, there are Azzahra 1 with the value of 3.33; Melati with the value of 4, and Zahira with the value of 3.66. This indicates that the performance of third rooms is right. While in the Azzahra II the value of 2.33; dahlia with a value of 2.66; and Teratai 3 got to the value of the predicate good enough. This shows that the nurses were in the room has been providing services and working on the nurses documentations quite well. In general the teamwork factors in each space obtain the predicate good enough.

Based on cross tabulation, from the five factors of teamwork according to the theory of salas, sims and burke, not yet to have a relationship with the performance of inpatient rooms in RS Islam Jemursari Surabaya.
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